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The Demise of White Revolution: What's Next for Billy Roper? [Abstract] 
 
In August 2011, Billy Roper, white nationalist leader and political candidate from Arkansas, 
dismantled White Revolution, the Internet web site that he founded in 2002. At the time of its 
closing, the site posted a membership of over 1000. In 2010, Roper ran for governor of Arkansas 
and began mobilizing a political party called the Nationalist Party of America. He had intentions 
of running for President as the party's nominee in 2012. Much of the promotion and fund-raising 
for his campaign was going to be conducted through the White Revolution online site. Roper 
subsequently dropped out of the race and discontinued organizing the nationalist political party. 
In an interesting turn, he has aligned with Pastor Thom Robb's Knights Party (a Christian 
Identity Klan group) located in Zinc, Arkansas, a rural Ozarks community. Roper's decision to 
renounce his former status as an agnostic neo-Nazi for Knight status in Robb's Klan group is an 
indication of subtle shifts occurring in the broader American white supremacist movement that 
include the convergence of ideologies that were once very different but now appear to be 
morphing into a new hybrid form. 
 
